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JAPANESE TEXTILES

Capturing the
Essence

Updating Japan’s
Traditions with
Today’s Sensibilities
TAMI KAWASAKI

T

HE Japanese textile brand SOU SOU, based
in Kyoto, has been quietly growing and
gaining support among young people. How
is this Japanese-styled brand making such inroads
when youth in Japan today prefer Western clothing?
Takeshi Wakabayashi, producer of SOU SOU,
explains that the secret lies in the way the brand
“Uses textile designs that take Japan’s traditional
motifs of the four seasons and rearranges them
stylishly. These are modern Japanese clothes that
update traditions.”
SOU SOU’s contemporary accessories and
apparel include tenugui cloths that depict seasonal
motifs in vivid colors and starkly modern lines,
traditional tabi shoes retooled for the street with
colorful patterns, dresses with the kind of curved
sleeves you would see in a kimono, and jackets
with the unisex right front design just like Japanese
traditional clothing. These pieces boldly take the
traditional idea of Japanese clothing and turn it on
its head. The pattern and styling remain sufficiently
Japanese to intrigue visitors from abroad coming to
Tokyo and Kyoto, yet they are contemporary enough
to appeal to Japanese shoppers. SOU SOU says items
fly off the shelves at both its online shop and brickand-mortar stores.
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Tabi shoes in vivid shades and patterns are a SOU SOU specialty

Using only textiles made and dyed in Japan, SOU
SOU’s goods are a careful balance of high quality and
vivid, fresh designs. The lineup is presented to guests
from overseas as high-quality “kimono-like” products
made in Japan, while the same offerings are pitched
to Japanese customers as something accessible and
familiar—a way to get in touch with forgotten traditions.
The brand name comes from the Japanese phrase “sou,
sou,” a form of gentle assent that Japanese people use
unconsciously every day when agreeing with someone.

In that same spirit, SOU SOU’s products are soft,
natural and refined.
Unfortunately, Japan’s traditional textile industries
are in peril. Plants and technology continue to
be moved to countries in Asia where labor is less
expensive, and there are few young people today
willing to carry on these cultural practices. Japanese
weavers and wholesalers continue to go bankrupt.
SOU SOU has a clear goal—it wants to act as a catalyst
to revitalize Japan’s local regions and their traditional
craft industries.
The brand uses a number of different textiles, such
as Isemomen cotton from Tsu City in Mie Prefecture,
Takashimachijimi (a textile made using a strong twist
on the horizontal threads, with wrinkles being the
central focus of the cloth) from Takashima in Shiga
Prefecture, and patterned Kurumegasuri cloth (woven
with either or both pre-dyed woof and warp yarns to
create distinct patterns) from Fukuoka Prefecture,
muslin (a thin textile made by plain weaving single
strands of cotton and wool yarns) from Hamamatsu
City in Shizuoka Prefecture, and many other local
cloths known for their quality but for which the
knowledge to create them is fading. These cloths are
dyed with patterns designed by Katsuji Wakisaka, who
worked as Finnish brand Marimekko’s first Japanese
textile designer. Lively and innovative tie-dyed
patterns by young designers are also popular at the
store.
It has been an uphill battle for SOU SOU, which
has had to work with limited equipment and
personnel, not to mention resistance from the
traditional producing regions. The finished products
are a testament to the creative energy of the
brand’s creators and their commitment to textiles.
Wakabayashi’s theory is that “Even for traditional
industries, if people truly love what they do, they will
never entirely die out.”
Wakabayashi elaborates on his pursuit of tradition
and innovation. “The primary role of fashion in this

Bolts of colorful fabric waiting to be transformed into SOU SOU
fashions

SOU SOU’s cheerful and inviting storefront in Kyoto

context is not just about inheriting traditions. It’s
about updating them to make the people feel that
they are relevant and beautiful in a modern sense.”
If the product, thing or culture is not supported by
Japanese people in Japan, then it equally cannot
touch the heartstrings of foreign visitors from abroad.
And Wakabayashi has big dreams. “Just as a
London brand was responsible for the birth of punk
fashion, we want to make SOU SOU a fashion style in
its own right.”
If SOU SOU and other brands that are fusing
tradition with modern elements succeed at bringing
Japanese attire and textiles to a broader audience,
Japan’s once-dwindling traditional industries may be
in for a powerful renaissance.
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